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One of the "Scouts of America" the
representatives of sexual minorities View
Great separation from Russia " Sergey
Tigipko: "the Perpetrators of the conﬂict in
Eastern long gone" " Yaroslav Tynchenko:
"We all need self-censorship in war" "
At the Congress the organization of the boy Scouts of America which was held in Texas by a majority
of votes were voted to lift the ban on the membership of gay Teens reports the BBC. For the abolition
of voted more than 60% of the 1,400 members of the Council. While adult gays to become scouts is
still prohibited. The decision will come into force from 1 January of the following year. Part of the scout
movement with liberal vzgljady has long believed that the prohibition was not only outdated but
discriminatory. But the conservative wing all also called for a ban. Homosexual behavior is
incompatible with the principles consecrated by the oath and law scouts are conﬁdent his
representatives. - Because the text of the scout oath was written in 1911, contains the words my
honor is to try to maintain physical strength, mental vigour and moral rigour. The question of
immediate abolition was imposed on the discussion Board of the boy Scouts of America in February of
this year. But then failed to reach a consensus. That is why the question brought to a national
Convention. If the new order of adoption of the scouts will be introduced to life some of the already
existing members of the organization talk about its absurdity. Because adopted Teens are gay when
they reach adulthood will have the... to leave. Additionally, some fear that the number of conservative
and religious organizations may cease to provide the scouts with ﬁnancial support. We will remind,
today in the organization of the boy Scouts of America was composed of more than two and a half
million adolescents and about one million adults. Earlier though there have been times when the
movement consisted of even more than four million members. American billionaire Donald trump
announced his intention to run for the US presidency in 2016. During his statement the businessman
noted that he considers... President Barack Obama suggested that the policy of Russian leader
Vladimir Putin may soon change. The American is convinced that his Russian counterpart will go on...
Corrupt activities on the part of the American company Bio-Rad Laboratories manufacturer of medical
equipment in Russia, Thailand and Vietnam has led to major penalty of 55... The joint exercise, called
Exercise Rapid Trident 14 was scheduled for July 2014 but the American service has postponed them
indeﬁnitely. Such a statement... Humanity is evolving for millions of years and all that... Gaming
industry is developing in recent time to your way which... Along with the development of humanity is
evolving and the industry of slot machines.... The modern pace of life does not allow fully enjoy
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